A First and Second Year Blog on Meiosis
(for the week commencing the 19th of January 2020)

I know next to nothing about Biology, but I am learning a bit about it in order to teach it to my grandchildren. Some of the text herein is thus mine, and some of it is copied and pasted from other sources.
However, the explanations and the commentary of how everything fits together is entirely mine (and
any errors in it are thus mine and mine alone).

• Every human being starts life as just two tiny cells (a male sperm cell that fertilises a female
egg cell/ovum) and then grows into a 10-stone or a 20-stone (or whatever) adult. The two tiny
cells do not grow into two gigantic cells – but rather, the two tiny cells divide and multiply
in a binary fashion until an adult human has 1012 - 1016 cells in his/her body. This is an
estimate because nobody knows exactly how many individual cells there are in a human body.
(NB 102 = 100, and 103 = 1,000, therefore 1016 is 1 with 16 noughts after it.)
• Mitosis is all about the duplication of different types of cells (liver/kidney/heart/etc cells) so
that the relevant organ gets bigger as the child grows into an adult. Mitosis is all about
REPLICATION and DUPLICATION by cell division.
• Mitosis is also concerned with tissue repair and cell replacement (which is just as important a
function as duplication) – but everything in Biology is important because if your body is not
working properly you will fall ill and you could then die.
Meiosis is all about the genetics of reproduction, and body/somatic cells can undergo
ONLY mitosis – not meiosis. It is germ cells that undergo meiosis.
• Physical Biology concerns itself with the gory rudimentary mechanics of reproduction, but
Genetics is all about the beautiful/intricate passing on of DNA. That is the essence of
Meiosis. For some reason, living things “want” to pass on their DNA. Clearly genes/etc
cannot “want” anything and this was the (deliberate) mistake/choice that Richard Dawkins
made in using the anthropomorphic adjective “selfish”, but there is an undeniable
evolutionary biological imperative to pass on DNA – but why this should be so is not
clear to me.
- A body/somatic cell is different from a reproductive cell/a gamete.
- “Ploidy” is a term that refers to the number of sets of chromosomes in a cell.
- Haploid cells have only one set (n=1) of chromosomes (either all from the father or all from
the mother).
- Diploid cells have two sets (n=2, or ‘2n’ sets) of chromosomes (one from the mother and one
from the father).
- In this note I concentrate on human beings, but the process applies to most eukaryotes.
Professor Alan Boyd, Birmingham University says that if we are considering the meiotic
divisions that create gametes, then in spermatogenesis the cell that undergoes meiosis is a
primary spermatocyte, and in oogenesis (or ovogenesis) it is a primary oocyte. Primary
spermatocytes and primary oocytes are both diploid cells which undergo DNA duplication
before entering meiosis.
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“Sex” (short for sexual intercourse) is a term that is better used in the study of Physical Biology, whereas
the word “gender” is more pertinent to Genetic Biology. Reproduction is all about the passing on of
DNA, and human beings are strongly discouraged from having offspring with siblings (or even with first
cousins) because their gene pools are too restricted, and there is statistical evidence to show that offspring
conceived by non-related parents tend to be healthier than offspring from parents who are blood-relatives.
Meiosis is the process by which most animal species get ready for reproduction. It is possible for the
female of some species (such as female pythons) to reproduce without having any recourse to a member
of the opposite gender i.e. without having carnal knowledge of or sexual intercourse with a male, but
since this limits the available gene pool enormously, it is not usual for animals to reproduce by
“parthenogenesis”.
• Diploid cells: The somatic or body cells of most “normal” human beings have 46 chromosomes: 23
from each parent, thus giving 23 paired sets of chromosomes (2 x 23 = 46 chromosomes). These are
called diploid cells (“ploidy” being the term that refers to the number of sets of chromosomes in a cell,
therefore for a diploid cell n = 2, or the ploidy for a diploid cell is ‘2n’).
• Haploid cells: In contrast, the reproductive cells (or gametes) of human beings, i.e. the sperm cell of a
male and the egg cell of a female, each contain only one set of chromosomes i.e. only 23 male or only 23
female chromosomes. These are called haploid cells (where “n=1” means that there is only one set of
23 chromosomes). A fertilised female egg cell/ovum is called a ‘zygote’.
• In human reproduction, a male sperm cell unites with a female egg cell (an “ovum”) and contributes 23
chromosomes from the father, and this set of 23 chromosomes from the male, pair up with a set of 23
chromosomes from the female to produce a complete set of 46 chromosomes for the new human being
23 chromosomes + 23 chromosomes = 46 chromosomes in the cells of the new human being.
• Most healthy human beings thus have somatic or body cells that contain 46 chromosomes.
Mitosis reproduces the diploid body/somatic cells of the human being concerned, whereas Meiosis
produces haploid sperm and egg cells/ova (each with 23 chromosomes from just one parent). At
conception, in the female egg, 23 chromosomes from a male sperm unite with 23 chromosomes from the
female egg to produce 46 chromosomes in a brand new human being. There is nothing “miraculous”
about this. The natural process of reproduction is (with minor variations) much the same in nearly all
animal species.
In Mitosis, a body (or somatic) cell divides once and produces two new identical body cells, whereas
MEIOSIS is a process where, in spermatogenesis , a single diploid originating germ cell divides TWICE
to produce four non-identical cells containing the genetic information of the father in a sperm cell/and, in
ovogenesis, the genetic information of the mother in an egg cell (an ovum). These cells (sperm cells in
males and egg cells in females) are our reproductive cells, and are called “gametes”. Most human DNA
is in the nucleus of a cell, but some of it is also in the mitochondria (this being called “mitochondrial
DNA”).

Source: https://ib.bioninja.com.au/higher-level/topic-11-animal-physiology/114-sexual-reproduction/egg-and-sperm.html
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Four non-identical haploid “germ”
cells. NB The chromosomes are
different in every single one of these
cells. This is one of the causes of the
enormous diversity between
individual human beings.
2 diploid cells with identical sets of chromosomes

Source: bioexplorer.net
• During mitosis a body cell (i.e. a somatic cell) with 46 chromosomes divides ONCE to produce two

identical diploid cells each having 46 chromosomes in it, whereas in meiosis a diploid germ
cell divides TWICE to form four non-identical haploid cells each with 23 chromosomes in it. Please
study the above diagramme carefully until you have seen the difference between the two processes.
• The four resultant cells in Meiosis each have 23 chromosomes from just ONE parent (23 of the

father’s chromosomes in a sperm cell, and 23 of the mother’s chromosomes in an egg cell/ovum)
and therefore have only half the normal number of chromosomes that there ae in a diploid cell (i.e. 23
instead of 46 chromosomes). In other words they are haploid cells.
• Meiosis produces egg cells in females and sperm cells in males. Mitosis produces normal body cells.

Mitosis does not produce the cells involved in reproduction – Meiosis does that.
In Meiosis, it is the PAIRED male
and female chromosomes that are
duplicated in Interphase 1 and then
separated in Anaphase 1 (whereas
in Mitosis it is every single one of
the 46 chromosomes that is
duplicated and then joined to its
duplicate by their centromeres and
then the chromosomes are pulled
apart by the centrioles in the
centrosomes). It will become clearer
as we go along.

This is the first
division that
results in two
cells.

The second division results in cells
with only 23 chromatidchromosomes.

This is the second
division that results
in four cells.

Source (diagramme): the amoeba sisters
There are 46 chromosomes in every human cell (23 from the human’s mother and 23 from the
human’s father), and MEIOSIS produces four new non-identical haploid cells, each with only
23 chromosomes in it. It is only when a male sperm cell unites with a female egg cell that the two lots of 23
male chromosomes get together with the 23 female chromosomes to form a new diploid cell with 46
chromosomes in it. This becomes the new human being. Meiosis concerns the preparation for reproduction
by males and females, and it is not involved in the growth of human beings nor in the repair of body cells.
Every healthy human cell has 46 chromosomes (23 from the father and 23 from the mother).
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MITOSIS produces two new identical diploid cells, with each one having 46 chromosomes in it.
Mitosis is about the growth of a body into a bigger animal, and about the repair of damaged cells and the
replacement of worn-out cells.
The Amoeba Sisters have a good short video on MEIOSIS at https://youtu.be/zrKdz93WlVk?t=173 . It
would help you to watch it before reading on. The Welcome/Sanger/EMBL’s excellent “your genome”
(https://www.yourgenome.org/facts/what-is-meiosis ) website says (but in certain places I have amplified/
modified the text that follows) that Meiosis can be divided into nine stages: the first time the cell divides
(giving 5 stages in Meiosis I) and the second time it divides (giving another 4 stages in Meiosis II).

Meiosis I
1. Interphase: (the duplication of chromosomes is common to both mitosis and meiosis, albeit with
minor differences)
• The DNA in the cell is copied resulting in two identical full sets of chromosomes.
• Outside of the nucleus are two centrosomes, each containing a pair of centrioles (at right angles to each
other). These structures are critical for the process of cell division.
• During interphase, microtubules extend from the centrioles.
2. Prophase I:
• The copied chromosomes condense into X-shaped structures of two chromatids that can be seen easily
using a good light microscope.
• Each of the two chromatids joins at the centromere to form one chromosome composed of two sister
chromatids containing identical genetic information.
• The chromatid chromosomes thus pair up so that both copies of “chromosome 1” are together, both
copies of “chromosome 2” are together (and so on for all the 46 chromosomes and 92 chromatids).
Every single one of the cell’s original 46 single-strand chromosomes has been duplicated and then joined
up with its duplicate by a centromere. There are therefore 46 X-shaped chromosomes with 92 chromatids
• The pairs of chromosomes then exchange bits of DNA in a process called recombination or
crossing over. It is THIS that begins the process of differentiation between every single human
being that has ever lived and will ever live. It is THIS (in part) that makes every human being
unique.1 After ‘recombination’, every single one of the 92 chromatids will be different – and not only
that, but every single one of them will be different from every other chromatid that has ever been formed
in the evolutionary history of mankind and will ever be formed in the evolutionary history of mankind. In
order to prove that statement I would need to delve into some fairly complicated probability Mathematics
and I do not want to do so here. However, I did develop the Maths involved in a Blog on Entropy on the
1st of June 2019, so if you are a keen mathematician, then please read that Blog.

The two X-shaped chromosomes
are not holding hands! That is
just a romantic depiction of the
“recombination” the “crossingover” that is taking place. (The
Amoeba Sisters are clearly
romantics at heart!)

Source: The Amoeba Sisters
1

As yet, I know nothing about “cloning” therefore I cannot comment on what happens therein.
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• At the end of Prophase I the membrane around the nucleus in the cell dissolves away, releasing the

chromosomes.
• The meiotic spindles from the centrioles, consisting of microtubules and other proteins, extend across the

cell between the centrioles (cf. slide at the bottom of this page).

Source: The US National Human Genome Research Institute
The US NHGRI has an outstanding glossary of terms at https://www.genome.gov//geneticsglossary/g#glossary and that is as good a place as any to start you off in trying to understand terms that
are unfamiliar to you. US public bodies are just orders of magnitude better at sharing information than
British institutions are. I find that rather sad.
In the next slide, could you please concentrate on two things (a) the different way that the chromosomes
have lined-up in Mitosis (on the green background) and Meiosis on the orange background, and (b) the
fact that (because of crossing-over or recombination) the DNA in every single chromosomal-chromatid
in Meiosis is different. I pointed it out earlier and I will point it out again, that it is this that in part makes
every single human being who has ever lived (and will ever live) different from every other human being.
The other big factor that accounts for the differentiation between individual human beings is that, in
sexual intercourse, a male human will ejaculate somewhere between 40 million and 1.25 billion sperm
cells that have different DNA from each other – and only one of these sperm cells will ever get to
fertilise a female egg cell/ovum. The statistical probability of two human beings being identical is
therefore close to zero. There are TWO LOTS of near-zero statistical improbabilities involved – and
that is why scientists say that no two human beings will ever be alike! When you get to Statistics in ‘A’
Level Maths, you will learn that the two lots of probability have to be multiplied together, and one nearimpossible probability multiplied by another near-impossible probability will result in (to all intents and
purposes) an “infinitesimally” small almost-zero ( 1 x 10COLLOSSAL ) number. (The use of the word
‘infinite’ here is technically incorrect, but for the moment please do not worry about that.)
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3. Metaphase I (in Meiosis):
• The 46 chromosome pairs line up next to each other along the middle of the cell.
• The centrioles are now at opposites ends of the cell with the meiotic spindles extending from them.
• The meiotic spindle fibres attach to the centromere of each pair, ready to pull them away from each other
in Anaphase I.
NB (“NB” is Latin short-hand for “please note carefully”): In Anaphase I the meiotic spindles are now
about to pull X-shaped chromosomes composed of pairs of sister chromatids away from each other to
opposite ends of the cell. This is in contrast to Anaphase II where the meiotic spindles will pull only
single chromatids to opposite ends of the cells. That is one of the main differences between Meiosis and
Mitosis.

In Anaphase I, the centrioles are
pulling X-shaped chromosomes
(by their centromeres) away from
each other.
When you pull on an X-shaped
chromatid-chromosome by its
centromere, then the trailing four
arms of the “X” will result in the
appearance of a four-stranded petal
of a flower. THAT is what you can
see in this slide.

Source: The Amoeba Sisters

4. Anaphase I:
• The pairs of chromosomes are then pulled away from each other by meiotic spindles, which pull one
X-shaped chromosome to one pole of the cell and the other X-shaped chromosome to the opposite pole
(cf. above).
• In Meiosis I, the sister chromatids stay together (and this is different from what happens in Meiosis Phase II.)
• After Interphase, there were 46 chromosomes and 92 chromatids, and after Anaphase I there are now 23
chromosomes each with 46 chromatids at each end of the cell. 2 x 46 = 92 chromatids. Please keep
track of the Maths! The mechanics of Mitosis are fairly easy, but I would not say that the mechanics of
Meiosis are at all easy. However, if you are going to understand the mechanics of reproduction in
animals, then you do need to understand Meiosis!
5. Telophase I and Cytokinesis:
• The chromosomes complete their move to the opposite ends of the cell.
• At each pole of the cell a full set of 23 chromosomes gather together.
• A membrane forms around each set of chromosomes to create two new nuclei.
• The single cell then pinches in the middle to form two separate daughter cells each containing a full set of
23 chromosomes within a nucleus. This process is known as cytokinesis.
OK, that completes the first phase of Meiosis, therefore let me remind you of what is happening.
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SUMMARY
- Every healthy human cell has 46 chromosomes in it (23 from the mother, and 23 from the father of the
human being concerned).
- Before Interphase, these are not X-shaped chromosomes, but ordinary individual (non-conjoined)
single strand chromosomes.
- In both Mitosis and in Meiosis, during Interphase, these 46 chromosomes are duplicated (i.e. the 23
chromosomes from the father and the 23 chromosomes from the mother are duplicated) and then (in
Mitosis) the original chromosomes and their duplicates are joined together by their centromeres
into X-shaped chromosomes.
NB This is the very first time that X-shaped (rather than individual non-conjoined) chromosomes appear.
Interphase is where X-shaped chromosomes first make an appearance!
- That gives just 46 chromosomes (because chromosomes are counted by the number of centromeres
that there are). The 46 chromosomes are made up of the human being’s 23 chromosomes from the
father and the 23 chromosomes from the mother – and there are now 92 chromatids in the 46 lots
of joined together chromosomes.
- In Chemistry terminology, for Meiosis we would write this as
23M X-shaped chromosomes + 23F X-shaped chromosomes = 46 X-shaped chromosomes (with 92 chromatids).

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF MITOTIC CELL DIVISION
1st MC = 1st Male Chromosome
1st FC = 1st Female Chromosome

1st MCR = 1st Male Chromosome Duplicate
1 MCR = 1st Female Chromosome Duplicate
st

Each chromosome and its duplicate chromatid-chromosome linked at their centromeres
line up in the centre of the cell before the twin-chromatids (in DNA terms) are separated
and then pulled to opposite ends of the cell by the centrioles
These are the original chromosomes
when they have been pulled apart
in Anaphase to one end of the cell

These are the duplicate chromosomes
when they have been pulled apart
in Anaphase to the other end of the cell

1st MC
1st FC

<––
<––

1st MC : 1st MCR
1st FC : 1st FCR

––>
––>

1st MCR
1st FCR

2nd MC
2nd FC

<––
<––

2nd MC : 2nd MCR
2nd FC : 2nd FCR

––>
––>

2nd MCR
2nd FCR

3rd MC
3rd FC

<––
<––

3rd MC : 3rd MCR
3rd FC : 3rd FCR

––>
––>

3rd MCR
3rd FCR

<––
<––

23rd MC : 23rd MCR
23rd FC : 23rd FCR

––>
––>

23rd MCR
23rd FCR

…………………..
…………………..
23rd MC
23rd FC
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Anaphase continues until all the 23 male chromosomes and their duplicates, and all the 23 female
chromosomes and their duplicates have been pulled to opposite ends of the cell. Anaphase is followed by
Telophase and Cytokinesis, and then two new cells will have been formed duplicating the DNA of the
original cell identically. It has to be identical, because the mitotic process splits a body/a somatic cell into
two new cells to create the growth of organs (and to repair damaged cells and also to replace worn-out
cells).

Let me show you again the slide from the Amoeba Sisters (who portray what is happening rather
succinctly and elegantly) viz.

The green background represents MITOSIS

The orange background represents MEIOSIS

In Anaphase I, the centrioles in the centrosomes, the pink spider like things in the diagramme (one at one
end of the cell and the other at the other end of the cell), then drag the X-shaped ‘crossed-over’ or
differentiated/individually unique chromosomes, one lot of 23 to one end of the cell and the other lot of
23 to the other end of the cell – and then there will be 23 X-shaped chromosomes at one end of the cell,
and 23 X-shaped chromosomes at the other end of the cell.
I should like you to note very carefully that as a result of “recombination” or “crossing-over” (both terms
are used to represent the same process), every single one of the 92 chromosomal-chromatids in Meiosis is
different from every other one. A male produces 92 chromosomal-chromatids that are different from
every other chromosomal-chromatid that is produced in every single episode of Meiosis, and a
female will produce 92 chromosomal-chromatids that are different from every other chromosomalchromatid that are in her ova. However, not only are they different from each other, but they are
statistically different from EVERY OTHER chromosome that has ever been produced by a human
being and will ever be produced by a human being in the whole history of mankind (and what is
true for human beings will also be true for every other animal that undergoes Meiotic cell division).
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Now comes the SECOND cell division (in the second phase of Meiosis).
NB I do not like calling it “Meiosis II”, because the whole process from start to finish is MEIOSIS!
Meiosis II / PMAT II
6. Prophase II:
• Now there are two daughter cells, each with 23 chromosomes in it (23 pairs of chromatids = 46 chromatids).
• In each of the two daughter cells the chromosomes condense again into visible X-shaped structures
that can be seen easily under a microscope.
• The membrane around the nucleus in each daughter cell dissolves away releasing the chromosomes.
• The centrioles duplicate.
• The meiotic spindles form again.
7. Metaphase II:
• In each of the two daughter cells, the chromosomes (a pair of chromatids) line up end-to-end along the
equator of the cell (as shown on page 8).
• The centrioles are now at opposites ends in each of the daughter cells.
• Meiotic spindle fibres at each pole of the cell attach to each of the sister chromatids by their
centromeres.
8. Anaphase II:
• The sister chromatids are then pulled to opposite poles due to the action of the meiotic spindle.
• The separated chromatids are just about to become individual chromosomes in their own right.
NB In Anaphase I, it was whole X-shaped chromosomes that were pulled one lot of 23 chromosomes
to one end of the cell, and the other lot of 23 chromosomes to the other end of the cell. Now in
Anaphase II, it is the CHROMATIDS (and not the whole X-shaped chromosomes as in Anaphase I)
that are being pulled to opposite ends of the cell). It is crucial that you appreciate this difference!
In PMAT1 of Meiosis, two cells were created, and in the slide below (from the Amoeba Sisters) you can
see that (in contrast to Anaphase I) in Anaphase II it is single strand chromosomal-chromatids that are
being separated and dragged to opposing ends of each of the two cells by the meiotic spindle fibres that
were emitted by the centrioles.
This is the situation in Anaphase 2 where individual chromatids are being separated
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9. Telophase II and the second Cytokinesis:
• The no-longer-conjoined chromosomes now complete their move to opposing poles of the cell.
• At each pole of the cell, a full set of chromosomes gather together.
• A membrane forms around each set of chromosomes to create two new cell nuclei.
• This is the last phase of meiosis. However cell division is not complete without another round of
cytokinesis.
• Once cytokinesis is completed there will be four granddaughter (haploid) cells, each with half a
set of chromosomes (i.e. 23 chromosomes)
• in males, these four cells are all sperm cells
• in females, just one of the cells will become an egg cell while the other three are polar bodies (small
cells that do not develop into eggs and in effect become ‘discarded’).
In Meiosis a male will produce FOUR different sperm cells. A female will also produce four
potential egg cells but only one of them will develop into an actual egg cell.
I hope that I have now explained the intricacies of Meiosis for ‘A’ Level purposes. If you go on to a Med
School, then you will have to learn a huge amount more than this fairly elementary stuff. Please study the
next diagramme (from Genome Research) carefully. When you have done so, then you will have a very
good idea as to how Mitosis and Meiosis differ.
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For EACH of the 46 chromosomes.
and they now exchange bits of their DNA. This is
called “recombination” or “crossing over” and
this represents the very beginning of the
uniqueness of every single human being.

can you see how bits of their DNA were exchanged in
“crossing over” - look at the colours and you will see it!

this is the first cytokinesis

The two new cells themselves now start to undergo cell
division

but now it is not whole Xshaped chromosomes that are
being dragged to opposite
ends of the cells. Instead it is
just single-strand chromatids
that are being dragged apart
from each other.

Sperm cells for men/ova for women
The second cytokinesis

When one of the four male sperm cells
manages to impregnate a female egg cell, then
the 23 male chromosomes unite with the 23
female chromosomes in the egg and together
they form the 46 diploid chromosomes of a
brand new human being.

All the four haploid
cells are different
from each other.

Source: https://www.yourgenome.org/facts/what-is-meiosis
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Let me stress one thing (because it confused me when I first encountered Meiosis).
During Prophase I, the chromosomal-chromatids in a male human germ cell that is undergoing Meiosis
will undergo “recombination”/“crossing-over” and will thereby create 92 different chromosomalchromatids; and similarly, a female germ cell will create 92 different chromosomal-chromatids – but by
the end of the division and reduction involved in Meiosis I and Meiosis II, there will be 23 different
chromosomal-chromatids in a male sperm cell and 23 different chromosomal-chromatids in a female egg
cell – and it is only when a male sperm fertilises a female ovum that a new human cell in a new human
being will be created, and it will then have a full set of 46 chromosomes.
In other words, a male sperm cell contains 23 different chromosomes that were created by a male of
the species, and a female egg cell/ovum contains 23 different chromosomes that were created by a
female of the species – and it will be only in the process of physical reproduction that when the
male sperm cell fertilises the female egg cell, that the two lots of 23 chromosomes will come together
and form one lot of 46 chromosomes in a brand new human being (and in any animal that
undergoes Meiosis).
It might be helpful for you to keep quite separate in your mind the physical reproduction bit from the
process of gene reproduction. The former is just a pleasurable act, but the latter is absolutely crucial to
the prolongation of any animal species.

On the next page I show MEIOSIS as summed up by Lumen Learning. There is too much
information therein for GCSE students/probably just about enough for ‘A’ Level Students/
but unquestionably not enough information for those wanting to go on to Med School!
This is how Lumen Learning shows it in tabular form.
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Source: Lumen Learning
On average, a male human releases 250 million sperm cells (apparently somewhere between 40 million
and 1.25 billion sperm cells!) into a female at each ejaculation. Only one of these cells will actually ever
get to fertilise a female egg! [Me: This sounds a rather wasteful enterprise on the part of Mother Nature.
Mind you, plants also spray out millions of their seeds into the wind and only a few ever take root and
grow into new plants/new trees. Perhaps there is an evolutionary biological reason for such ‘largesse’.]
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I have now described Mitosis and Meiosis in two Blogs. I have used other people’s diagrammes (and given
attribution where I have done so). In the text I have in some places used other people’s wording as well as my
own words. However at the very beginning of this note I have attributed all my sources.
When you are writing stuff when you are at school you must faithfully attribute anything that you have used
(diagrammes and text) to the people from whom you have taken that material. At University/Med School/Law
School they have computer programmes that automatically search the whole of the material that you submit,
and it reveals in a split-second where you have copied and pasted stuff from other people without attributing
your sources. “Stealing” other people’s work is called plagiarism and you should get ‘sent down’ from
University for plagiarism. Sadly, plagiarism seems to be rife at Universities these days but in a modern form
where you get someone to write stuff for you for a fee. I do not know what happens in Scottish and Welsh
Universities, but at English Universities today, it is sometimes glaringly obvious that a rich foreign student has
‘miraculously’ written a document in impeccable English, but in real life he/she can hardly string together a
single grammatically correct sentence – but “miraculously” such a student never seems to get sent down
because ‘overseas income’ is such a rich source of funds for British Universities.
I am most obliged to the “Amoeba Sisters” for their slides. I do not know who they are, but they have clearly
spent a lot of time and effort in trying to make clear the mechanics of the process of Meiosis and Mitosis –
and I thank them for their hard work, and I wish them every success in what they are doing. I wish that British
Universities were more generous in their philanthropy and make educational material freely available on the
web as do the Americans. I do not know why we British are so miserly with sharing our knowledge!
For GCSE students there is quite a good BBC Bitesize GCSE video on Meiosis at
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3qjcj6/revision/3 .
The Biological explanation in it is quite good, but the grammar and the syntax in the video are absolutely
appalling. I don’t know how the BBC can allow such awful English to appear on its websites.

I am posting this Blog a few days early because I am taking four of my grandchildren to the evolutionary
biologist Matt Wilkinson’s “Game of Bones” at the Royal Institution on Saturday night. I am trying to broaden
their education so that they learn not just their curricula, but I want them also to develop a perspective of the
whole of life.
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